
U N D E R S TA N D I N G  P H I S H I N G

Scammers have been sending malicious attachments for decades. 
These files are delivered in an email that does something bad 
when opened. We’ll unwrap how these emails are still outsmarting 
traditional email filters and getting through to end-users
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Understanding Phishing: Fake Attachments

Scammers have been sending malicious attachments for decades. 
These are files delivered alongside an email that do something bad 
when opened, and most mail protection systems have multiple 
countermeasures against them. Recently, however, we’ve seen a 
new trend: malicious fake attachments.

A fake attachment is an image embedded in an email that 
looks like the attached file icon used in a common mail 
client like Microsoft Outlook. 

What are Fake Attachments?



The screen shot above is of a real email that INKY blocked for a 
customer. (We have replaced all the identifying information but it’s 
otherwise identical to what INKY analyzed.) Notice the attachment 
labeled Remittance Copy.pdf? Let’s look under the hood at the HTML 
of this email to see what that really is:

The portion highlighted in purple gives the URL source of an image 
tag. The referenced image looks like this:

You’ll notice something strange about the URL too: most images 
URLs start with http: or https: whereas this one starts with cid:. This 
is because it is uses the Content-Id URL scheme, a way for HTML in 
an email to reference data attached to the email itself. You can see 
below what exactly this cid: URL references (excerpted):
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What we see here, in email-standards terms, is a MIME part with 
headers and a body. The Content-Type: image/png header means this 
is data for a Portable Network Graphic (PNG) image, and the data 
is encoded in Base64 coding in the fixed-width block of letters and 
numbers in the body.

One reason the attacker may have embedded the image this way 
instead of using a standard http:// link is that images embedded this 
way always display in the mail client, even when the Display Remote 
Images option is disabled. Why? Because this kind of image isn’t a 
remote image — it’s a local one! So the mail client assumes it must be 
safe. This means that even if your mail administrator disables remote 
images site-wide for your organization, you are still vulnerable to this 
kind of attack.
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But clearly the primary deception here is that the sender of this email 
is trying to make it look like there is a PDF attachment to this mail that 
the user can open, when in fact the attachment icon itself is the image, 
and there is no real PDF attachment. So what’s the point of this ruse?

If you look closely at the HTML you’ll see that the <img> tag for the 
image actually appears within a <a>...</a> sequence, which denotes an 
anchor (hyperlink). This makes the image clickable, and it surely comes 
as no surprise that the href attribute on the <a> tag — the URL the 
user will be taken to upon clicking — is a malicious site impersonating 
SharePoint. Upon click-through, the user is prompted to enter 
credentials; this is a credential harvesting operation. Once the attacker 
has the victim’s credentials, of course, he can impersonate that user on 
any O365 service, to steal PII... or send more phishing emails!

Here’s another version of the same attack:
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Under the hood, this one is very similar, but as you can see the attacker 
has made the fake attachment icon look slightly different, targeting 
users of another common mail client. But this one directs the victim 
to a phishy page hosted on sendgrid.net; attackers often like to use 
shared infrastructure like SendGrid to make their URLs look less phishy, 
both to human victims and to mail protection software that performs 
analysis on the URL text.

A related variant has attackers including fake trust banners in emails:

The red banner here was added by INKY; it means INKY classified 
the mail as definitely malicious. (Customers can configure these to go 
straight to quarantine.) But notice the green banner below it? That was 
added by the attacker: “Message from Trusted server.” — well, not so 
much! Here again, the attacker is mimicking a UI element in a common 
mail client to deceive the intended victim. Only in this case it’s to make 
the mail look more legitimate.
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So how do we deal with this? The answer is computer vision.

You may have read in other articles about INKY that we use computer 
vision techniques to spot brand forgery emails. In a nutshell, we train 
models on brand-indicative imagery, colors, text, and layout features. So 
INKY learns to recognize when a mail looks like it’s from Microsoft, much 
like a person does. We’ve invested heavily in this technology to make it 
bulletproof.

And of course once you have a good hammer, everything tends to look 
like a nail — so we use this same computer vision capability to spot fake UI 
elements inserted into emails, by training models to recognize UI imagery 
instead of brand imagery. The details differ a bit, but the underlying 
concepts are the same.

The neat thing is that INKY can actually do better at this task than a 
human, because by parsing the MIME content of every email, INKY already 
distinguishes between embedded images and images added by the mail 
client itself. In fact, INKY doesn’t even see the real UI elements added by 
the mail client — so in a very real sense this attack specifically exploits the 
human victim’s inability to see the boundary between the UI imagery and 
the imagery in the mail itself.

Obviously when we spot a fake UI element in an email, that’s a clear sign 
of malicious intent, meriting a red INKY banner and potential quarantine.

The INKY Solution: Spot the Fakes
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You can take steps to protect yourself against this kind of attack even 
if you’re not yet an INKY customer. The simplest way is to enable 
“dark mode” in your mail client if it supports it. The embedded fake 
UI elements attackers are using (so far at least) all assume the email is 
displayed on a white background. In dark mode, the mail client sets the 
mail background to black and the fake UI element sticks out like a sore 
thumb.

You can also distinguish a fake attachment icon from a real one by 
hovering over the image. A real attachment icon will produce a tooltip 
with just the attachment file name. A fake one will yield a tooltip that 
looks like a standard http:// or https:// URL; no real attachment will ever 
have a name beginning with a URL scheme like that.

Other Countermeasures
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We know attackers will continue to up their game; we’re sure to see 
ever more clever ways for scammers to hide from mail protection 
software like INKY Phish Fence. Our philosophy is to develop 
generalized countermeasures against entire classes of attacks, rather 
than playing “whack-a-mole” with threat feeds.

One class of attacks we’ve seen recently involves fake attachments and 
other UI elements embedded into emails. Hopefully we’ve given you 
some intuition about how these scams work and how INKY thwarts 
them.

Conclusion
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We’re passionate about email. 
Ready to talk about an issue you’re faced with in email security at your organization? 

Request a demo today
www.inky.com
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